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ABSTRACT,
Let E(t) be -a locally convex space admitting a fundamental sequence (B n } of strongly bounded subsets .
In this paper, we consider a characterization of the subspace B of the completion E of E(t), where each B n=1 n n denotes the completion of Bn .
As a result of this, the m space k) B n is characterized as the smallest subspace of all subspaces of E that contain E and have the property that every closed strongly bounded subset is complete .
Furthermore, by using this result, we concretely study the L pspaces under some weak topologies . . results, we can give the result concerned with the subspace ñil B n of the completion E of E(t), where each B n is the completion of B n in E(t) . For example, if E(t) is distinguished,
denoting by E the quasi-completion of E(t), then E = k) B n .
m Furthermore in case E(t) is a (DF).-space, then E = n=i Bn .
But comparatively little attension has been paid to a locally convex space F(t') admitting a fundamental sequence of strongly bounded subsets {C n } .
The main purpose of this paper is to consider a characterization of the subspace k C n of the completion F .
To answer this problem, we introduce a certain completion of a locally convex space, which has the property that every closed strongly bounded subset is complete . We call this completion the S-quasi completion .
The property of the S-quasi-completion is weaker than that of the quasi-completion .
However, as is shown later, under an appropriate condition we can easily obtain the S-quasicompletion(see Proposition S .) and this completion of a noncomplete locally convex space is frequently such a delicate subspace that is not obtained by considering the quasi-completion .
(see the results in section 4 .) In these respects, the notion of S-quasi-completion seem to be useful in application .
Here follows explanation of each section .
In section 1, we explain some definitions and notations used through this paper .
In section 2, we introduce the S-quasi-completion of a locally convex space and, under an appropriate condition, we give a representation of this completion . In section 3, by using the result in section 2, we give an answer of the above problem .
In the final section, we use the results in section 3 to study the s-quasi-completions of the Lp-spaces with some weak topolopies, and give a few propositions with the Cauchy sequences in this completion .
Í . PRELIMINARIES .
Mostly we shall follow the definitions and notations in H . Jarchow [6] and H . H . Schaefer [10] . Through this paper we deal with Hausdorff locally . convex spaces over the real fíeld R .
Let E(t) be a locally convex space . We denote by E' the topological dual of E(t) and simply call this space the dual of E(t a(E, F) = the topology of uniform convergence on the set of all finite subsets of F on E,
B(E, F) = the topology of uniform convergence on the set of all Q(F, E)-bounded subsets on E and w (E, F) = the topology of uniform convergence on the set of all a(F, E)-bounded subsets on E . First we consider the identity map i : E(t) -" E(a(E, E')) . As this map satisfies the filter condition(see Sec . 6, N . Adasch, B Ernst and D . Keim [1] .), the 1 continuous extension i : E t (t) -~E a(a(E, E')) of i is one to one, where E t and E a are the completions of E(t) and of E(c(E, E')) respectivelv .
Hence we regard E t as a subspace of Eci .
Further if we set F = iwhere E~ is the Bquasi-completion of E(a(E, E')), then the subspace F of E t is B-quasi-complete under the induced topology from E t (t 
On the other hand, the locally convex topologies a(Et, E') and t B are compatible,with the dual pair (Et, E') .
Hence we have Et ()
This means that Éá is 
Further we set t = the locally convex topology on A generated bv the seminorms {pn}, where p n (x) = E ja( n) . x i for all (x i ) E a i,j j ,j j and all n E N .
Then a(t) is an (F)-space with its dual a' . By G . Kdthe [9] , in the strong dual a'(R(a', a)) of a(t) the following facts hold .
(1) For the sequence B n = { (x i j ) 1 (x i j ) E a', Ixi,j1 5 a i n) for all (i, j) E N x N } n E N of the subsets of a', j {n . B n } forros a fundamental sequence of bounded subsets . To give an example, we need the following two lemmas . L.EMMA 7 .
In the dual pair
Hence the bipolar of C n in X' coincides with B n .
Since the polar of C n in X coincides with the polar of B n in X, we obtain the conclusion . 
Proof . As to (1) . Since E(t) admits a fundamental sequence of strongly bounded subsets, E'(R*(E', E)) is quasi barrelled .
Hence we obtain the conclusion (1) from Proposition 5 .
As to (2) . By Proposition 2 and the conclusion (1), we can verify this .
Then we have several corollaries under the same condition as in Theorem 9 . coincides with E(t) .
. ON THE L P -SPACES .
First we prepare the notations . Furthermore we denote bv L P (X), L'(X), S(X) and S f (X) the spaces consisting of the equivalente classes of functions in the above four function spaces respectivelv, where the equivalente relation % means that f ti g +-f = g U-a .e . . and che fact that L W (X) is che dual of L 1 (X)(t 1 ) . Hence L'(X)(a(LP(X), S f (X))) is S-semi-Montel .
Using Theorem 14, we obtain a corollary related with VitaliHahn-Sales theorem .
COROLLARY 15 .
Let (X, A(X), U) be any finite measure space and H the space which consists of all sequences converging to Proof . By Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem, {f n } converges to an f 0 E L 1 (X) . If f 0 E LP(X), then , {f n -f 0 } E H by putting f n _ (f n -f 0 ) + f 0 n E N . Hence the necessary condition holds .
Conversely suppose that there exist a subsequence {f } of nk {f n } and a {h k } E H satisfying that skp 11 f n -hk~~p < + m . k Then the sequence {g k }, g k = f n -h k k E N is a Cauchy k sequence in LP(X)(a(LP(X), S(X)) .
Thus by Theorem 14 there exists a g0 E LP(X) to which {g k } converges .
Since (f n } is a Cauchy sequence, {f n} and {gk} have the same limit .
is Ssemi-Montel is a generalization of bounded convergente theorem .
(2) In general since LP(X) 0 < p < 1 and S f (X) do not form a dual paic, we can not consider the weak topology on LP(X) by S f (X) unlike the case of 0 0 < p < 1 .
Next we consider the S-quasi-completion of L1(X)(a(L1(X), S(X))) and L1(X)(a(L1(X), S f (X))) .
Before giving the results, we need the following notations .
NOTAT[ON Z . is a normed space and identical srith the strong dual of (S f (X), 11 -¡l) . For the bilinear form in F 0 (X) and S f (X), the same formula of (i) holds . Moreover setting the injection map i 2 : L 1 (X) } F 0 (X) such that and , nf(
is a subsp'acé o£ (F0(X),~~I~F O) .
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Using these notations, we obtain THEOREM 16 . an arbitrary E > 0, we take an n 0 E N with E n < E/3 for a11 n 1 n 0 .
If we set E = (E () E n0 ) t~(E (i Eñ 0 ), where E1 0 is the complement of E nO , then we obtain , for all n, m --
Hence taking an n i E N such that n 1 1 n 0 and for all n, m a n i li n (E () E n0 ) -1m(E () E n0 )j < E/3, we have lz n (E) -1 m (E)j < E for all n, m i n i . Clearly by Theorem 16 the Cauchy sequence {fi n } has a limit~0 in F(X) and it holds that 1 0 (E) = lim n I n (E) for all E E A(X) .
As to (3) . Suppose that {I n } has a limit in L 1 (X) . Then from absolute continuity with the measure space (X, A(X), u) and the proof of (2), the necessity follows .
Conversely assume that the necessary condition holds . Then we need only show that Z0 = lim 1 n is countabl_v additive . Thus we have I~0 ( i=k+1 F i ) Ilim I~n ( i=k+1 F i ) I °E for all k á kO , which implies the sequence (1O(i=k+i Fi )}k converges to 0 . This completes the proof . Further in the dual pair (C(X), S(X)), we consider the bilinear form <f, h> = I X f -h dll(x) for f E f E C(X) and h E h E S(X) .
THEOREM 18 .
In the space C(X)(a(C(X), S(X))), the following facts hold ;
(1) C(X)S(o(C(X), S(X)) S ) = LCo(X),
C(X) (a(C(X), S(X)) ) = L (X) and (3) C(X)(a(C(X), S(X))) = F(X) . Bv the above inequalitv, we can regard S(X) as a subspace of the dual of (C(X), IIII u ) . Hence S(X) .(a(S(X), C(X))) admits a fundamental sequence B n = { h I h E S(X), II h 11 1 = n } n E N of bounded subsets . Since each B n is t l -dense in { f l f E L 1 (X), 11T 11 1 á n }, C(X)(S(C(X), S(X))) admits a fundamental sequence C n = { g I g E C(X), I) g II . á n } n E N of bounded subsets .
On the other hand, since X is compact and ü is a regular measure, each C n is o(L 00 (X), S(X))-dense in ( h I h E L "' ( X), 111 Il m 1 n } . Hence we get the conclusion from Theorem 14 and Corollary 10 .
As to (2) .
For an arb¡trary f E L -(X) and an arbitrarv positive number E, there exists a h E S(X) with 11 f -h11 l < E .
For h E S(X), from the assumption of the measure space, there is a g E C(X) with~~g -l < E .
By this, for each f 1 E L (X) we can take a sequence {O-n} c: C(X) which converges
